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Hide & Sleek – Men’s Espresso dyed Shearling Lamb Zip Jacket with
Leather Detail.

T

The Coat Check
HE SEASONAL FURCAST for Barrington and beyond calls for rich

color, bolder silhouettes, fab accessories, and donning the perfect fur,
shearling, leather, down, or fine fabric coat that’s both fashionable and

practical.
COLOR COATED
As fall turns to winter, it’s time to brighten up your days and nights with colorful
outerwear. This season’s palette includes rich jewel tones—amethyst, sapphire,
ruby, and topaz; as well as vibrant hues—hot pink, sky blue, and multi-colored
mixes of bright rainbows and psychedelic tie-dyed patterns.
SUPER CAPES
Toss on the super style that transforms any outfit. Choose from fox, mink,

Sporty Shearling – Michael Kors Designed Shearling Lamb Jacket, Sueded
Leather Envelope Clutch.

gloves, fur, or chenille scarves, belts with bling, a colorful fur purse charm/key
chain, or super-sized fur totes.
As temps start to dip, and winter’s wind chill blows in, there’s no need to
eschew style to stay warm. Discover an extensive selection of innovative designer
creations, classically-inspired York Signature Styles or work with the talented
York Design Team to create a custom-made York Exceptional Exclusive. For
gorgeous furs, stylish fine outerwear, and awe-inspiring accessories, visit York
Furrier, Inc. in the Elmhurst City Centre.
Kathy Rezny is the former president of the Associated Fur Industries of Chicagoland; executive board member and ReMix committee chair for the Fur Information Council of America; and co-owner of York Furrier, Inc. a purveyor of furs,
fine outerwear, and accessories since 1931. Shop online at www.YorkFur.com or
in-store at 107 N. York Street, Elmhurst. Call 630-832-2200.

or sheared fur trims; rhinestone or crystal embellished; wear it poncho style,
draped over shoulders, or wrapped in luxury. A cape will easily pair with denim
or your favorite LBD to take any outfit from ordinary to extraordinary.
COOL LEATHER/HAUTE SHEARLINGS
Always a classic choice for outerwear, this season, for him or her, leathers and
shearlings are updated with new treatments (brushed with gold finish), bolder
silhouettes (an oversize moto jacket), playful patterns (colorblock or striped),
and get-noticed hardware (big shiny zippers or collar cinching buckles).
THE LITTLE EXTRAS
FUNctional accessories personalize your style statement in a perfectly practical
way. Choose: a rainbow colored fox and leather trooper hat, a multi-color detachable fox collar, knit caps with fluffy fox poms, toasty cashmere lined leather
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LEFT: #HATitude – Rainbow Colored Fox and Leather Trooper Hat. RIGHT: Casual Luxe –
Merlot Colored Down Parka with Detachable Fox Hood Trim.

FUR on the GO! Marble
Grey Shearling Lamb
Walking Coat with
Natural Shadow Fox
Trim, Multi-Color dyed
Fox Tote Bag.

A Great Line-Up – Royal
Blue and Sky dyed Mink
Jacket with Onyx dyed
Sheared Mink Trim; Sky
Blue dyed Mink Hooded
Jacket.

Super Stylin’! Navy
Fabric Knit Poncho
with dyed Rex Rabbit
Fur Trim, Navy Beaded
Cotton Knit Hat with
Fox Pom Pom.
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